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-wayof lasttime

inegem: SIK
is open.

S is connected
if Sis

path -

connected

roof:(8) Suppose
S is open and

mecte
Fix a tS.

Let

A =[xeS I thereexists
a piecewise 3smouth curve 5 connecting

where 8 lies in S

XGoal:Show A = S. S :
We did a [bunch ...
07stuff.

xEApicture



All we had leftwas toshow that

B =S - Ais open.

B =S -Ais open

-EB=S-A.
We mustshow that
I is an

interior point of
B.

Since ZES and S is upon

there exists so
where

D(zir) =S.

We will show this
implies

D(Zjr)-B and we're done.

Suppose D(zjr) kB.
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-
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G

S!z, D(zjr).
↳

- - !
- -

... ----

Then there exists ceAMD(zir).

Since - Athere exists a

path 5 lying in A

starting ata and ending

at C.

Leti be the
straight line

starting at and
ending

atZ.

B lies in D(zir)S.



Then WTB connects a to z

via a path through S.

Thatwould imply ZEA.
contradiction.

Thus, D(zir)=B

So, B is open. --
-
itytheorem

Let f and I be
analytic

in a region A
men

⑳connected/connected
A

Suppose there is
Ch sequence

ofdistinct points ...i



z,, zz, E3,z4,000.

in Aconverying toZotA.

Suppose f(zn)
=g(zn)

for ny,1.

thenf(z)=y(z) for all
zt A.

Afteth(z) =f(z) -g(z).
WTS h(z1 =0 FZEA,

We know his analytic on A

and h(zn)
=0 Un>I.

Since his continuous on As

0 =(imh(z) =h((igzr) =h(z0)
n -D



So, h(z0) =0.

So, Zo is notan isolated zero

oF h.

Why?) Suppose to
is an isolated

ofh.
Then5230

where

zero

h(z)F0
XzED*(zo;3)I
en

IButsince Ent
Zo

I
-"

IN where if
n,N

then znED(Er;)1*-
↳ 1En-Zo1<E ↓Contradiction

By HW 3 #7, there must

exista disc DIA centered



atZo where h(z) =0 FZED,
-----

A,. D :

·· ~ ~

- ~

-
-

Let
there exists a

disc D'IA3
B =Ez=A) with z'ED and h(w)

=

0

/
Xw-D

We know ZotB

using D' =D

from above.



z'tB A
--

i,
D -*
W -

-
-

ShowB
=A

Suppose BFA.

We will show this
leads to

the contradictive
that

Ais notconnected.

Note BF 0because zotB.



Also, A-BIP because we

me assuming BFA,

Also, A =BU (A-B) A

and BM(A-B) =P:If we
show B

and A-B one

both open then

we have shown

Ais disconnected
which is our

contradiction.

⑮en:
Let zeB -

WTS Z is an interior pt
of B.



Since ZEBthere exists a

discD(zi9) IAwhere

h(w) =0 Xw=D(z;f)

We want D(z;9)=B.

Pick we D(Eje)

Setg'=f-1z-w), ----- W

Ten i

D(wit"pere....I and h(w'I =0 -9

XwED (wie').

So, WEB.

hus, D(zje) =B. And B is open.



#isopen

LetZA-B.
WTS Zis an interior pt

of A-B.

elrh(z)0

By 4680 HW 4 #5, since
his

continuous atzfA,
there

exists a disc D(zj5)=A
where h(w) FO WweD (zir)

R

intD(zjr)



Thus, D(zir)
=A-B.

Because ifyou pick we D(zj)

there is no disc around w whereL the whole disc goes to 0.
I

So z is interior to A-B
/

and A-B is open.

Suopoenie,that
Since

z is an
isolated zero of

ha

By HW 3 #7, there is
a

disc D(Eir)
=Awhere

h(w) FO WweD*(Ej).

- & I**irlenla



Thus, if WeD*(zjr), then WEB.

So, D(zir) & A -B.

So, I is an
interior ptof

A-B.

So, A =B is open

-

Thus, A-B is open by cases 1&2.

making Adisconnected.

Contradiction.
So A =B

And h(z) =0 VzeA.


